
 
 

Level: Elementary

Grammar: To be; there is/are; Present Simple; 
Future Simple

Topic: People, Society; Famous People

 
1. Pre-listening:
 

to imagine to form a mental image of

to kill to cause the death of (a person or animal)

to try to make an effort or attempt

to die to cease all biological activity; come to an end

to hope to expect or believe; to want and expect 
something to happent ot be true

to join to come or bring together; connect

to wonder  to think about somethingbecause you want to 
know more facts or details about it

to need to be in want of

to share  to give a part of something to someone else

to live to exist; to have your home in a particular 
place

to be  

there is / are  
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Match verbs and definitions:

1.  to form a mental image of

2.  to cause the death of (a person  or animal) 

3.  to make an effort or attempt

4.  to cease all biological activity; come to an end

5.  to expect or believe; to want and expect something to happen to be true

6.  to come or bring together; connect

7.   to think about something because you want to know more facts or details 
about it

8.  to be in want of

9.   to give a part of something to someone else

10. to exist; to have your home in a particular place
 

 a.to imagine; b.to wonder; c.to hope; d.to live;  
e.to share;  f.to kill; g.to try;  h.to die; i.to need; j.to join
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Choose the picture and describe it with verbs from the list:

to imagine; to wonder; to hope; to live; to share; to kill; to try; to die; to need; to join
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heaven Edem, place where God and angels live

hell opposite of heaven; place with devils

sky it’s above us, it’s blue, with clouds

people persons collectively or in general 

country a territory with people, their culture, language, 
geography

religion  the belief in the existence of a god or gods

life  the period from birth to death

peace the state being without  wars

dreamer a person who lives in a world of fantasy or 
illusion

the world the earth as a planet, esp including its 
inhabitants

possessions anything that you own, a car, a computer....

greed great desire  for wealth or power

hunger lack of food

brotherhood  a group of people, especially a group of men, 
who have similar interests or who do the 
same job; friendship
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__________________                          ___________________                 _________________
 

                    
 
____________________              ________________________         _____________________
 

                                 
 
__________________                       ___________________            _____________________
Label these pictures with correct words...
 
it’s easy - это легко ; it’s hard - это трудно; 
I’m a dreamer, but I'm not the only one - я мечтатель, но я не один
And the world will live as one  - мир будет одним целым
 
 
 
 
 
 



Write the correct word:  

Edem, place where God and angels live - 

opposite of heaven; place with devils - 

it’s above us, it’s blue, with clouds - 

persons collectively or in general  - 

a territory with people, their culture, language, geography - 

 the belief in the existence of a god or gods - 

 the period from birth to death - 

the state being without  wars - 

a person who lives in a world of fantasy or illusion - 

the earth as a planet, esp including its inhabitants - 

anything that you own, a car, a computer.... - 

great desire  for wealth or power - 

lack of food - 

 a group of people, especially a group of men, who have similar interests or who do the same 
job; friendship - 
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2. While-listening:
 
1______________  there's no heaven
It's easy if you 2_______________
No 3_________________below us
Above us only 4_______________
Imagine all the people
Living for today... 
 
Imagine there's no 5________________
It isn't hard to do
Nothing to 6________________ or die for
And no 7___________________ too
8___________________ all the people
Living life in 9__________________... 
 
You may say I'm a 10_______________
But I'm not the only one
I hope someday you'll 11______________ us
And the world will be as one 
 
Imagine no 12_________________
I wonder if you can
No need for 13_______________ or hunger
A 14_______________________ of man
Imagine all the people
15___________________ all the world... 
 
You may say I'm a dreamer
But I'm not the only one
I 16_________________ someday you'll join us
And the world will live as one 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3. After-listening:
a)     Check yourself:
1Imagine there's no heaven
It's easy if you 2 try
No 3 hell below us
Above us only 4 sky
Imagine all the people
Living for today... 
 
Imagine there's no 5 countries
It isn't hard to do
Nothing to 6 kill or die for
And no 7religion too
8 Imagine all the people
Living life in 9peace... 
 
You may say I'm a 10 dreamer
But I'm not the only one
I hope someday you'll 11join us
And the world will be as one 
 
Imagine no 12possessions
I wonder if you can
No need for 13greed or hunger
A 14 brotherhood of man
Imagine all the people
15Sharing all the world... 
 
You may say I'm a dreamer
But I'm not the only one
I 16 hope someday you'll join us
And the world will live as one 
 
b)       Write out phrases from the song ... :
 
To be                   There is/are                         Present Simple                           Future Simple   
it’s easy               there’s no heaven
 
 
 
 
Play snowball:
 
1st  student : “Imagine no shops...”
2nd student: “Imagine no shops, imagine no money...”
3d   student: “Imagine no shops, no money, no wars...”  ect...
 
Remember words from the song
 



 


